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Abstract
Multi-objective reinforcement learning (MORL) algorithms aim to approximate the Pareto frontier uniformly in multiobjective decision making problems. In the scenario of deep reinforcement learning (RL), gradient-based methods are often
adopted to learn deep policies/value functions due to the fast convergence speed, while pure gradient-based methods can
not guarantee a uniformly approximated Pareto frontier. On the other side, evolution strategies straightly manipulate in the
solution space to achieve a well-distributed Pareto frontier, but applying evolution strategies to optimize deep networks is
still a challenging topic. To leverage the advantages of both kinds of methods, we propose a two-stage MORL framework
combining a gradient-based method and an evolution strategy. First, an efficient multi-policy soft actor-critic algorithm
is proposed to learn multiple policies collaboratively. The lower layers of all policy networks are shared. The first-stage
learning can be regarded as representation learning. Secondly, the multi-objective covariance matrix adaptation evolution
strategy (MO-CMA-ES) is applied to fine-tune policy-independent parameters to approach a dense and uniform estimation
of the Pareto frontier. Experimental results on three benchmarks (Deep Sea Treasure, Adaptive Streaming, and Super Mario
Bros) show the superiority of the proposed method.
Keywords Multi-objective reinforcement learning · Multi-policy reinforcement learning · Pareto frontier · Sampling
efficiency

1 Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have been
successfully applied in many challenging decision making
problems, such as video games [32, 33, 60], the game of
Go [48, 50] and robotics [19, 20, 27, 49]. In these scenarios,
only one objective is optimized. Nevertheless, many realworld decision making problems consider more than one
objective. Network routing takes energy, latency, and
channel capacity into account [35]. Medical treatment needs
to release symptoms and minimize side effects [28, 29].
Economic systems are analyzed from both economic and
ecological perspectives [57]. Furthermore, through adding
extra reward signals that encode domain knowledge, reward
shaping methods are adopted to encourage exploration of
the agents [11, 36].
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The objectives of multi-objective reinforcement learning
(MORL) are often conflicting, which means that maximizing one objective will normally lead to the minimization
of the others [37]. Therefore, rather than learn only one
optimal solution, MORL aims to achieve a set of mutually incomparable solutions. In this set, each solution is not
dominated by all the other solutions. This non-dominated
set is named as the Pareto frontier. And the non-dominated
solution is called the Pareto optimal solution. However,
approaching all Pareto optimal solutions is untrivial in complicated scenarios. As a compromise, MORL algorithms are
expected to approximate the Pareto frontier as uniformly as
possible [43].
Recently, gradient-based methods are popular in deep
single-policy RL because of the capability to learn deep
neural networks. Specifically, deep RL algorithms [19, 20,
27, 32, 33, 48–50, 60] adopt deep neural networks to
approximate policies or value functions, which are optimized by gradient-based methods with fast convergence
speed. To adapt single-objective RL methods to multiobjective RL problems, a naive approach is to run a singleobjective single-policy deep RL algorithm independently
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and repeatedly guided by scalarized rewards. However,
pure gradient-based methods can not guarantee a uniformly
approximated Pareto frontier. On the other side, evolution
strategies are good at achieving a well-distributed shape
of Pareto frontier, since these algorithms manipulate in
the solution space straightly. But applying evolution strategies to optimize deep neural networks is still a challenging
topic. To leverage the advantages of both kinds of methods, we propose a two-stage MORL framework combining
a gradient-based method and an evolution strategy. This
work builds on and gives a more detailed description and
discussion of our preliminary work [13]. The new contributions include extending the work to a reward shaping
task, adding a more exhaustive discussion and applying
more ablation studies to investigate and explain this framework.
At the first stage, the soft actor-critic (SAC) algorithm [19, 20] is extended to a multi-policy soft actor-critic
(MPSAC) algorithm. Rather than naive independent repetition on a single-objective algorithm, the proposed model
collaboratively learns a group of policy networks. Each
policy targets on a specific scalarized objective. The extension is based on the assumption that exploration efficiency
can be improved by collaboratively learning multiple policies with different targets. In this work, the linear weighted
scalarization method is adopted. During training, the model
maintains a multi-channel replay buffer. Each channel is
related to a weight vector for scalarization. The collaboration is conducted through replay buffer sharing. Furthermore, to reduce the redundancy of model representation and
computation, all policy networks share the same low-level
parameters. The first-stage learning can be regarded as representation learning, which shows the potential for better
performance from some previous works [9, 10, 17].
The proposed MPSAC algorithm is also inspired by the
bootstrapped DQN [38], which maintains more than one
deep networks for Q-value estimation. The Q-networks in
bootstrapped DQN are optimized for the same objective.
To improve exploration efficiency, the randomness of
model learning is promoted by randomized initialization
and randomized training samples. In our method, policy
networks pursue different scalarized objectives. Hence, the
model randomness is naturally sustained to achieve high
exploration efficiency.
At the second stage, the multi-objective covariance
matrix adaptation evolution strategy (MO-CMA-ES) is
applied to fine-tune the policy-independent parameters.
The policy-independent parameters are vectorized as the
chromosomes of individuals. The individuals of the first
generation are initialized from the policies learned at the
first stage. In each generation, every individual generates
one offspring according to its covariance matrix. The new
offsprings are evaluated and marked by a fitness score
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vector. Then all individuals are ranked and half elitist
individuals are selected as the parents of the next generation.
The ranks are determined by the non-dominated ranks
at first. Then, in each non-dominated set, the crowding
distance is utilized as the second ranking criterion to
approximate the Pareto frontier uniformly. Multi-objective
methods have been applied to evolutionary algorithms
to improve performance [3, 6], in which the multiple
objectives are considered for a better random search
methodology. The motivation is that different objectives
may work in different scenarios, then pursuing multiple
objectives can enrich the searching process. In our scenario,
the algorithm is designed straightly for the multi-objective
environment, so the ideas are similar but there is a more
explicit goal for our method, namely, to learn multiple
policies to approximate the Pareto frontier with high
efficiency.
The proposed framework can be applied in both
Markovian and non-Markovian environments. Specifically,
in the non-Markovian situation, recurrent neural networks
(RNN) are adopted as the policy networks. The recurrent
connections are learned at the first learning stage and fixed
at the second stage. Previous works [47, 52] adopt evolution
strategies and neuroevolution to train deep neural networks,
but training RNNs are not considered in their frameworks.
Safe mutations [26] is proposed to learn RNN policies,
while this method needs to compute gradients during the
neuroevolution algorithm.
The principal contribution of this paper is as follows.
1. A multi-policy gradient-based deep reinforcement
learning algorithm with high sampling efficiency.
This algorithm simultaneously learns multiple policies
which collaborate through buffer sharing.
2. A multi-objective reinforcement learning framework
approaching a well-distributed Pareto frontier. This
framework leverages the advantages of gradient-based
methods and evolutionary methods and alleviates the
disadvantages of both types of methods.
3. The proposed framework learns compact model representation with lower computational complexity.
4. The proposed framework can be applied in the nonMarkovian environment to train deep recurrent neural
networks efficiently.
Experimental results on three benchmarks (Deep Sea
Treasure, Adaptive Streaming and Super Mario Bros) show
the superiority of our proposed method.

2 Related work
Multi-objective reinforcement learning methods can be
divided into single-policy methods and multi-policy
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methods based on the number of the learned policies in a
single run.
Single-policy methods learn only one policy at each
time. It needs to be repeated many times to approximate
the Pareto frontier. Commonly, scalarization methods are
adopted to transfer multiple objectives into a single one.
Then classical single-policy RL algorithms can be applied
without any modification. The simplest scalarization is the
linear weighted scalarization [37, 57, 58]. The limitation
of linear scalarization is demonstrated in [59]. The learned
policies can not converge to the solutions on the concave
region of the Pareto frontier. The Chebyshev scalarization
method [62] and the thresholded scalarization method [37,
58] are proposed to alleviate this limitation. Instead of
simple repetition, Parisi et al. [43] proposed Pareto path
following algorithm optimizing directly on the Pareto
frontier.
Multi-policy methods learn more than one policy in
a single run. Van et al. [61] extended Q-learning to a
multi-policy method using hypervolume metric as an action
selection strategy. Beyond discrete solutions, some methods
approach continuous approximation. Barrett et al. [8, 12, 28,
29] introduced an approach which learns the set of optimal
policies for all weights through involving linear weights
to represent value functions. Parisi et al. [42] proposed a
method, which utilizes a function to define a manifold in the
space of policy parameters, then approximates the Pareto
frontier continuously by performing a single gradient ascent
on the parameters of the function.
Furthermore, some studies considered MORL problems
from other perspectives. Mannor and Shimkin [30] consider
MORL problems as a constrained optimization problem.
In the constrained problem, rather than optimize a single
objective, the method drives the agent to approach a
target set. Wiering et al. [64] proposed a model-based
MORL method through learning a multi-objective model of
the environment. Tajmajer [56] leveraged multiple DQNs
through forming a hierarchy of control then combines
outputs of several DQNs into a single action.
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goal is to learn a policy to maximize anexpectation over
the discounted accumulated reward Eπ [ Tt=0 γ t rt ], where
γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discounted factor. S , A and R denote
the state space, the action space and the reward space,
respectively.
Following a specific policy π , ρπ (s, a) =

Eπ [ T1 Tt=1 1(st = s, at = a)] denotes the state-action
marginal distribution, which measures the probability of
state-action pairs being visited in a finite-length episode. In
this work, the considered state spaces are continuous and the
action spaces are discrete.
Multi-Objective Markov Decision Process (MOMDP) In an
MOMDP, at each time step, the agent receives a vector
reward r t = R(st , at ) ∈ RM , where M is the number of
the objectives. Hence, each policy π is associated with an
expectation
over the discounted accumulated reward vector

Eπ [ Tt=0 γ t r t ]. The goal is to learn a set of non-dominated
solutions Π  = {π  }, each of which is not dominated by
any other solutions. This non-dominated set is named as the
Pareto frontier.
Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) algorithm SAC algorithm [19, 20] is
utilized as our baseline single-policy RL algorithm. To make
this paper as self-contained as possible, SAC is described
elaborately. SAC is a policy iteration method designed on
a maximum entropy RL framework. The objective function
is:
J (π ) =

T


E(st ,at )∼ρπ [r(st , at ) + α H(π(·|st ))],

(1)

t=0

where H denotes the entropy of the policy and α denotes the
temperature parameter. During learning, SAC updates the
soft Q-function and the soft policy iteratively. The soft Qfunction is defined as Q(st , at ), which is approximated by
a neural network, called Q-network. Under this framework,
the Bellman update of the Q-network is processed by
minimizing the square error of the estimated Q-value and
the target value Q̄(st , at ):
JQ = [Q(st , at ) − Q̄(st , at )]2 ,

3 Preliminaries
Markov Decision Process (MDP) In a single-objective RL
problem [54], an agent learns from interacting with the
environment to achieve a goal. The problem can be modeled
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) defined by a tuple
(S , A, R, p, γ ). At each time step t, the agent receives the
current state st ∈ S and selects an action at ∈ A according
to a stochastic policy π(at |st ). Then the agent observes a
reward rt = R(st , at ) ∈ R and transitions to a new state
st+1 . The transition is based on the transition probability
p(st+1 |st , at ) which is determined by the environment. The

Q̄(st , at ) = [r(st , at ) + γ E(st+1 ,at+1 )∼ρπ [Q(st+1 , at+1 )
−α log π(at+1 |st+1 )]].

(2)

Then the policy network is updated towards the
exponential of the new soft Q-function:
πnew = arg min Jπ
π∈Π

= arg min DKL
π∈Π





 exp( 1 Qπold (s , ·))
t

α
π(·|st ) 
, (3)

Z πold (st )

where Jπ denotes the objective function of the policy
network, DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence and
Z πold (st ) represents the partition function.
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SAC is an off-policy algorithm which maintains a replay
buffer during learning. The model learning is an iterative
process and each iteration consists of a sampling stage
and a learning stage. At the sampling stage, the agent
interacts with the environment following the current policy
and the experience is stored in the replay buffer. At the
learning stage, the method updates the Q-network and the
policy network. In the practical algorithm, SAC mainly
adopts two techniques to make learning more stable and
more efficient. Firstly, two soft Q-functions are adopted
to mitigate positive bias, which is suggested in double
Q-learning [60]. Specifically, two Q-networks are learned
simultaneously, and the minimum value of two estimates are
used to compute the target value for the Bellman update.
Secondly, target networks are utilized to calculate the target
value, which is suggested in [34]. Since SAC maintains two
Q-networks, SAC also maintains two target networks, which
are fixed during the Bellman update and updated slowly at
the end of each iteration.
Evolutionary algorithms and multi-objective evolution
strategy Evolutionary algorithms are a class of blackbox optimization method, which imitates the evolutionary

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed framework. The first stage is a multipolicy soft actor-critic algorithm which collaboratively learns multiple
policies with different preferences on objectives. The collaboration is
conducted by buffer sharing. The second stage is a multi-objective
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process of the species. Evolutionary algorithms have broad
application scenarios including robotics [52], information
retrieval [7], video games [45, 47], feature selection [1, 4,
6], text document clustering [2, 3, 5], etc. CMA-ES [21] is
a real-valued optimization method relying on covariance
matrix adaptation. It is known to work well for solution
spaces of up to a few thousand parameters [16, 18, 47, 52].
MO-CMA-ES [22, 24, 55, 63] is a multi-objective extention of CMA-ES. As claimed in [47], the advantages using
evolution strategies for RL are: 1) little influence from the
sparsely distributed rewards and long time horizons; 2) no
gradients computation; 3) avoidance of approximating the
value function.

4 Method
The proposed method learns a set of policies Π  = {πi }N
i=1
to approximate the Pareto frontier uniformly. In this section,
we describe the details of the proposed two-stage algorithm,
which includes the multi-policy soft actor-critic algorithm
and MO-CMA-ES. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
proposed method.

evolution strategy to achieve a smooth approximation of the Pareto
frontier. The first generation is initialized from the policy-independent
parameters learned at the first stage
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4.1 Multi-policy soft actor-critic algorithm
Algorithm The single-policy SAC is extended to a multipolicy algorithm, which learns more than one policy in the
same time. Each policy is related to a specific preference
of objectives. The preference is represented by specific
weights. During learning, A multi-channel replay buffer
is maintained. Each channel is associated with a specific
policy. Collaborative learning is conducted through buffer
sharing to improve sampling efficiency.
Specifically, Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode, in
which N0 denotes the number of learned policies. The
algorithm maintains N0 groups of Q-networks and policy
networks. The double Q-learning technique and target
network technique are also adopted in this algorithm to
stabilize learning. Therefore, in the i-th group, there are two
Q-networks θi,1 , θi,2 , two target Q-networks θ̄i,1 , θ̄i,2 and
one policy network φi . The target networks are initialized
randomly. And each group is associated with a specific
weight vector wi . In each epoch, the algorithm includes
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two key procedures. Firstly, the agents sample data by
interacting with the environment. The experience tuple
(st , at , r(st , at ), st+1 , i) of agent i is stored in the i-th
channel of the replay buffer. Secondly, training data is
sampled from the replay buffer to update Q-networks
and policy networks. Each group of Q-networks and
policy networks is optimized by the single-policy SAC
on the rewards scalarized by linear weights wi . The
objective functions JQ and Jπ are defined in Preliminaries.
Thus the target networks are updated consequently. As
suggested in [15], the A2C scheme is adopted to learn the
proposed algorithm. Specifically, the agents interact with
the environment asynchronously, while the networks are
optimized synchronously in a central agent. In this setting,
the central agent needs to broadcast actions and receive
rewards and the next states. See Algorithm 1 for a more
formal description of the algorithm.
We discuss the linear scalarization method, shared lowlevel layers and replay buffer sharing in detail in the
remaining part of this section.
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Linear scalarization method Considering a specific policy,
the linear scalarization method transfers the reward vector
r t to a scalar: rt = w T r t , where w denotes the
weights. Since the number of objectives is M, w is
a M-dim vector. Each element of the weight vector
should be equal to or larger than zero. At least one
element is larger than zero. How to assign the weights
reveals the preference/importance of the related objectives.
Furthermore, the strategy of assigning weights is different
from one problem to another. Thus, considering two
objectives, the method empirically fixes the weight of the
first objective as 1 and varifies the weight of the second
objective in a predefined range uniformly. Even though
there are limitations in the linear scalarization method
when the Pareto frontier is concave [59]. Specifically, the
methods with linear scalarization method can not achieve
the Pareto optimal solutions in the concave region. This
problem is handled by the evolution strategy at the second
stage.

the current state st , action at , reward vector r(st , at ), the
next state st+1 and the index of associated policy i. The
index can also be explained as the channel index. By storing
the vector rewards rather than the scalarized rewards, each
policy can utilize data sampled from other policies. According to which part of the replay buffer a policy can access,
we investigate three buffer sharing strategies. In the global
sharing strategy, a policy accesses the whole buffer. In the
no sharing strategy, each policy only accesses its buffer. And
in the neighbor sharing strategy, each policy can utilize its
buffer and the buffer of the adjacent policies. The adjacent
set is defined as the set of policies with closest scalarization
weights. Through ablation experiments, the global sharing
strategy is regarded as the default strategy since this strategy
achieves the best result.
SAC is not the only alternative RL algorithm for our
proposed framework. Other single-objective off-policy RL
algorithms such as Deep Q-Learning [33] and DDPG [27]
can be extended in the same way.

Shared low-level layers To reduce computational complexity, the policy networks share low-level network parameters.
From the perspective of representation learning, joint optimization learns a more compact and robust representation,
thus the performance is improved. The learned representation also guarantees the performance at the second stage,
in which the low-level parameters are fixed. In the nonMarkovian environment, recurrent neural networks (RNN)
are adopted as policy networks. The recurrent connections
are utilized to gather the information of previous time steps.
At the second stage, the recurrent part of RNN is fixed. Note
that we adopt asynchronous exploration and synchronous
learning, so there is no communication bottleneck for
sharing low-level layers. Since the shared low-level structures are not compulsive for MPSAC, specified symbols of
shared parameters and policy-independent parameters are
not demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

4.2 Multi-Objective Covariance Matrix Adaptation
Evolution Strategy (MO-CMA-ES)

Replay buﬀer sharing Collaborative learning is implemented by sharing the replay buffer. We believe that each
policy learns a specific exploration mode since each policy aims to optimize a specific weighted goal. Hence closer
scalarization weights may lead to closer modes. The collaboration is two folds: firstly, policies with close modes
follow similar/overlap exploration pattern to cooperate on
data sampling; secondly, if a policy trained by the sampled
data from another policy working in different mode, the
value function is learned more critically, thus its exploration
efficiency is improved. The multi-channel replay buffer
consists of all the historical experience tuples. Each tuple
is represented by {(st , at , r(st , at ), st+1 , i)}, which includes

The implementation of MO-CMA-ES is adapted from the
Shark machine learning library [23], which is mainly based
on [24, 63]. In this work, we utilize MO-CMA-ES to refine
the rough approximation of the Pareto frontier from the first
stage.
Algorithm 2 shows the general procedures (four main
steps) of MO-CMA-ES. The method maintains N individuals. Note that it is not compulsive to constrain that N must
be equal to N0 . Each individual ai consists of a chromosome (search point) φ̄i , a global step size σi and a covariance
matrix Ci . The chromosome φ̄i is a n-dimensional vector
initialized by vectorizing the policy-independent parameters of a randomly selected learned policy at the first
stage. σi is initialized as 0.1 and Ci is initialized as a ndimensional identity matrix. The initialized individual ai is
evaluated by simulation and labeled by a fitness vector y i .
Each element of y i represents the accumulated reward of
the related objective. In every generation, each individual
generates one offspring by sampling from the Gaussian distribution: φ̄i ∼ N (φ̄i , σi Ci ), in which the mean and the
covariance matrix are φ̄i and σi Ci . New offsprings are evaluated by simulation and labeled with fitness vectors. Then
all individuals are ranked and the N elitists are selected
as the parents of the next generation. At last, the covariance matrix of each selected individual is updated consequently. Please refer to [24, 63] for more details. The algorithm repeats this procedure until the stopping criterion is
met.
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and the less crowded points are preferred, so that the
approximated Pareto frontier is more spread and uniform.

5 Experiments
In this section, the comparative methods and the evaluation
protocol are introduced. Then we show the experimental
results on three benchmark problems, which shows the
superiority of the proposed method. And the ablation studies
are described for deeper analysis.

5.1 Comparative methods

Selection step The details of the selection step are
demonstrated. Two ranking criteria are considered: the nondominance level and the crowding distance, as suggested
by [14]. The non-dominance level is determined by
recursively exclude non-dominant individuals from the
solution set. Formally, let A be a population and a, a  be two
individuals. The non-dominant set of A is defined as:
ndom(A) = {a ∈ A|a  ∈ A : a ≺ a  },

(4)

where ≺ denotes the Pareto-dominance relation. Let A0 =
A, Al = Al−1 \ndom(Al−1 ), for l ≥ 1, where “\”
denotes a removing operation. Thus rank(a, A) = i + 1,
iff a ∈ ndom(Ai ). When the Pareto frontier is concave, the
optimal solution in the concave region still has a high nondominance level, then the limitation of linear scalarization
is handled.
Through the first criterion, the individuals are ranked to
many non-dominant sets. The crowding distance is used as
the second ranking criterion to rank the points in a nondominant set. For M objectives, the crowding distance of
point a in the non-dominant set A is defined by:
c(a, A ) =

M


cm (a, A )/(fmmax − fmmin ),

(5)

m=1

where fmmax and fmmin are the maximum and the minimum
values of the m-th objective respectively. cm (a, A ) is
positive infinite when a is a boundary point. Otherwise,
cm (a, A ) is the distance between two closest points of a
w.r.t. the m-th objective. Therefore, the boundary points

The proposed methods are compared with four methods,
the hypervolume-based (HB) [61] algorithm, the radial
algorithm (RA) [43], the Pareto following algorithm
(PFA) [43] and the Deep Neuroevolution (DN) [52]. For a
fair comparison, the same network structures are adopted
for the proposed methods and the comparative methods in
all problems. HB is an extension of Deep Q-learning [33].
This method maintains value function approximation for
each objective and takes actions according to the largest
hypervolume indicator. Hence, no scalarization method
is applied in HB. As for RA and PFA, the linear
scalarization method is adopted and SAC is also utilized
for a fair comparison. RA optimizes more than one
policy simultaneously. Each policy is assigned with a
specific weight vector on objectives. In each iteration,
through applying SAC, every individual policy is optimized
independently by the gradients related to its assigned
preference. From another idea, PFA is optimized directly on
the Pareto frontier. Specifically, at first, an initial model is
learned by SAC with initialized scalarized weights. Then the
weights are tuned uniformly and gradually and the model
is fine-tuned for each tuned preference iteratively. Naive
stochastic gradient descent methods are utilized in RA and
PFA, considering the computational complexity of deep
neural networks. DN is an efficient genetic algorithm for
optimizing deep neural networks to solve single-objective
problems. In this work, DN is naturally extended to a multiobjective optimization algorithm by using the same ranking
criteria and selection strategies as our method.

5.2 Evaluation protocol
The comparative experiments are conducted on three benchmark problems: Deep Sea Treasure, Adaptive Streaming
and Super Mario Bros. The hypervolume indicator [66]
is utilized as our evaluation protocol, which is suggested
by [58] because of its sensitivity on the improvements
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in any frontal characteristics (accuracy, extent, diversity).
The experimental results are represented by the mean and
standard deviation to show the overall performance and stability. The results are calculated from repeated independent
runs. The number of repeats is 30 and 10 and 10 for three
benchmark problems, respectively.
Furthermore, to consider the smoothness of the approximated Pareto frontier, the solutions are ranked so that one
objective is monotonically increasing and the other objective is monotonically decreasing. Then the Euclidean distance between all pairs of neighbor solutions is calculated.
By doing this, a distance array is achieved. The standard
deviation of this distance array is utilized to measure the
smoothness of the approximated Pareto frontier.
Different random seeds are used for training and testing.
We also demonstrate the wall-clock time and the number
of parameters for showing time and space complexity. The
codes run on PyTorch 1.0 [44], Ubuntu 16.04 system with
44 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs.

5.3 Problem 1: deep sea treasure

D. Chen et al.

policy network and Q-network consist of two linear layers
with the ReLU activation function. The hidden layer has 128
hidden units. A softmax layer is on the top of the policy
network. At the first stage, the model simultaneously learns
five policies by 25 agents. The linear weights of learned
policies are (1.0, 0.1), (1.0, 0.12), (1.0, 0.14), (1.0, 0.16)
and (1.0, 0.18), respectively. The model is learned for 400
epochs, each of which includes 100 sampling iterations
and 100 training iterations. Each mini batch includes 100
samples from each agent. The learning rate is 0.001. At the
second stage, the number of individuals in each generation
is 10. To calculate the hypervolume indicator, the reference
point is (−30, 0).
Experimental results of deterministic testing HB only
maximizes hypervolume indicator for a single policy, so
the solutions learned by HB are poorly diversified. In
this problem, HB often converges to the policy which
approaches the highest treasure value. Therefore, HB
achieves the lowest hypervolume indicator within all
comparative methods. As shown in Table 1, when testing
deterministic policies, policy gradient methods with linear
scalarization (RA and PFA) are not able to approach all
Pareto optimal solutions. In this problem, both RA and
PFA achieve near two out of ten Pareto optimal solutions,
which causes low hypervolume indicator. Furthermore, as
a genetic algorithm, DN achieves close performance as
our method but with less stability. Give the credit to MOCMA-ES at the second stage, our methods can approach all
optimal policies and higher hypervolume indicator stably.

Problem description This is an episodic task. A submarine
searches for treasures in a 10 × 11 grid. The treasures with
different values are in different locations. At each episode,
the submarine starts from the top left corner, searches by
four actions- left, right, up and down. The end condition is
reaching a treasure or moving 1,000 steps. The reward is
a 2-dim vector. The first element is negative time and the
second element is the reached treasure value. Therefore, the
goal is to maximize the treasure value and minimize the time
penalty. This task is created to highlight the limitations of
linear weighted scalarization [59], since the Pareto frontier
of this task is globally concave.
This task is tested in two different ways. Firstly, the
learned policies are tested deterministically. The agents
always take actions with maximum probability. In this
setting, there are ten Pareto optimal policies. Each optimal
policy leads to one treasure location. Secondly, the policies
are tested stochastically. During testing, the actions are
sampled according to the learned policy. In this setting, the
results of each run are averaged from 20 simulations.
Consequently, the proposed algorithm adopts different
fitness evaluation mechanisms at the evolution strategy
stage to handle these two testing settings. For training
deterministic policies, the evaluation is conducted in only
one episode. During learning stochastic policies, the fitness
score vector is averaged from the results of 20 episodes.

Experimental results of stochastic testing HB is not tested
in this scenario because it is not trivial to transfer HB into
a stochastic policy. As shown in Table 1, compared with
PFA, RA achieves higher average hypervolume indicator
and lower standard deviation, which shows that RA is
more effective and more stable than PFA in this task.
Nevertheless, PFA needs less training time since it operates
on the Pareto frontier with model reusing. DN performs
better than RA and PFA with higher stability in this task.
And our method outperforms these comparative methods
with a considerable margin. A two-sample T-test (with a
95% confidence) is conducted for a statistical significance
analysis, which shows that the aforementioned comparative
results are all statistically significant. Furthermore, the
smoothness of RA, PFA, DN and our method are 21.72,
19.54, 14.35 and 11.65 respectively, which indicates that our
method approaches better-distributed frontier.

Implementation details The input state is a 61-dim binary
vector. Each element of the vector is related to a specific
available position. All elements are zero except the element
representing the current position of the submarine. Both the

Work loads As shown in Table 1, considering the number
of iterations, the training wall-clock time and the number
of parameters, our algorithm has lower time and space
complexity. Especially, to store optimal solutions of
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Table 1 Experimental results of Deep Sea Treasure
HI (Deterministic)

HI (Stochastic)

Iterations

Wall-Clock Time

Parameters

HB
RA
PFA
DN
DN

1364.00 ± 0.00(1.00 ± 0.00)
1406.33 ± 54.41(2.17 ± 0.37)
1346.47 ± 125.58(2.03 ± 0.18)
1637.40 ± 444.35(9.30 ± 2.25)
−

−
1857.75 ± 156.19
1713.71 ± 274.73
−
1997.56 ± 114.41

4,000
4,000
1,400
30,000
15,000

6.68 × 104 s
7 × 104 s
2.45 × 104 s
3 × 103 s
2.13 × 104 s

8.97 × 104
8.45 × 104
8.45 × 104
8.45 × 104
8.45 × 104

Ours
Ours

1756.13 ± 28.20(9.53 ± 0.62)
−

−
2134.81 ± 88.80

400 + 100
400 + 1500

3 × 103 s
1.93 × 104 s

1.31 × 104
1.31 × 104

HI denotes the hypervolume indicator. The number in the bracket of deterministic results indicates the number of approached Pareto optimal
policies. The number of iterations of our algorithm includes two parts since the method has two different stages, thus “+” is used to separate these
two parts

deterministic policies, our algorithm uses much fewer
parameters to represent more optimal solutions than
baseline methods.

5.4 Problem 2: adaptive streaming
Problem description This problem is derived from an
anonymous technical report,1 which proposed a ratedistortion optimization framework for Adaptive Streaming [31, 51, 53, 65] In this problem, the server segments
each video into a set of 4-second consecutive video chunks.
Each chunk is encoded into different representations. Each
representation is characterized by a perceptual quality and
a bitrate. The perceptual quality is estimated from the
encoded video segment and assumed viewing devices. During downloading, the controller determines which representation to download for the next chunk. Then the environment
downloads the chunk, updates the buffer occupancy, tracks
the throughput and returns the new states to the agent.
Except for the perceptual quality, the stalling effect and
adaptation effect are also considered in a unified Quality-ofExperience (QoE) score. In the rate-distortion optimization
framework, the first objective is to maximize the overall QoE and the second one is to minimize the average
bitrate consumption. Hence, the reward function at the
first stage is: Reward = QoE − λBitrate, where λ is the
scalarization weight specified for each policy. Since the
environment in this problem is non-Markovian, RNNs are
used to handle temporal information. Consequently, during
learning MPSAC models, the storing and retrieving of the
replay buffer treat a complete sequence of experience as an
operation unit.
Implementation details The dataset includes 5 source
videos and 300 network traces. The videos are encoded by
1 Anonymous et al., Adaptive Streaming: From Bitrate Maximization
to Rate-Distortion Optimization

the H.264 video encoder as 13 representations. We only
consider Phone as the viewing device. The same videos
are used during training, validation and testing. Network
traces are equally split into a training set, a validation set
and a testing set. Both the policy network and Q-network
are constructed by two GRU layers and one linear layer.
All hidden layers consist of 128 neurons. The activation
function is ReLU. A softmax layer is at the top of the
policy network. At the first stage, the model learns 1,000
epochs, each of which includes 100 sampling iterations
and 20 training iterations. The model simultaneously learns
five policies by 25 agents. The scalarization weights are
(1.0, 0.0), (1.0, 0.0025), (1.0, 0.0050), (1.0, 0.0075) and
(1.0, 0.01). Each batch includes 100 samples from each
agent. The learning rate is 0.0003. At the second stage, the
number of individuals is 50. Since the lowest QoE score
is 0 and the highest bitrate is 16800, the reference point
(0, −16800) and normalizing factor (10, 1680) are utilized
in the objective space for calculating hypervolume indicator.
Experimental results Table 2 shows the experimental
results of Adaptive Streaming. HB achieves low hypervolume indicator because of the solutions are not spread
enough. RA outperforms PFA considering both the mean
and the standard deviation of the hypervolume indicator,
which is similar to the results of Deep Sea Treasure. The
instability of PFA may be caused by its learning procedure which tunes models incrementally. During learning,
the uncertainty and inaccuracy could be propagated and
enlarged along with learning. DN performs better than RA
and PFA in Deep Sea Treasure but worse than RA and
PFA in this task, which reveals that it is still not efficient
enough to optimize RNNs by applying a genetic algorithm
straightly. Leveraging the advantages of gradient-based
methods and evolution strategies, the proposed algorithm is
capable to train deep RNNs well and achieves the highest
hypervolume indicator and stability. Due to the low-level
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Table 2 Experimental results
of Adaptive Streaming

HI

Iterations

Wall-Clock Time

Parameters

HB
RA
PFA
DN

61.252 ± 0.134
73.140 ± 0.058
73.115 ± 0.073
72.642 ± 1.146

50,000
50,000
16,000
500

3.35 × 105 s
1.25 × 106 s
4 × 105 s
3.2 × 105 s

9.06 × 106
8.97 × 106
8.97 × 106
8.97 × 106

Ours

73.460 ± 0.048

1, 000 + 200

2.66 × 105 s

2.62 × 105

HI denotes hypervolume indicator. The number of iterations of our algorithm includes two parts since the
method has two different stages, thus “+” is used to separate these two parts

parameters sharing, our algorithm has lower time and space
complexity comparing with RA and PFA as well. Specifically, the RA method needs the longest training time. PFA
method is more efficient on time complexity while it is still
redundant on model representation. Our algorithm is efficient in both ways. We also conduct a statistical significance
analysis by a two-sample T-test (with a 95% confidence).
The data for hypothesis testing is collected from the hypervolume indicators by independent repetition. Table 3 shows
that our method is statistically better than all the compared
models.
Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows the estimated Pareto frontiers
of RA, PFA and our method. In the solution space, there
are some missing regions for RA and PFA which may
cause inconvenience and poor performance during practical
application, while our method achieves smoother frontier
than RA and PFA. As for the quantitive evidence, the
smooth measure of RA, PFA and our method is 0.042,
0.035 and 0.012, respectively. Considering the region of the
highest QoE, our method uses fewer bitrates and approaches
higher QoE than the other two methods.

5.5 Problem 3: super mario bros
Problem description This task is implemented by [25]
which is an OpenAI Gym environment. It is designed on
the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) using the nes-py
Table 3 Statistical significance matrix of Adaptive Streaming
Methods

HB

DN

PFA

RA

Ours

HB
DN
PFA
RA
Ours

–
1
1
1
1

0
–
1
1
1

0

0

–
1
1

–
1

0
0
0
0
–

The comparisons are based on the hypothesis testing. “1” means
that the row algorithm outperforms the column algorithm statistically;
“0” means that the row algorithm performs worse than the
column algorithm statistically; “–” means that two algorithms are
indistinguishable statistically

emulator. In this task, Mario explores a two-dimensional
map by seven alternative actions, which include ‘doing
nothing’, ‘right’, ‘right+A’, ‘right+B’, ‘right+A+B’, ‘A’
and ‘left’. These actions are simple combinations of basic
actions corresponded to the buttons on the NES controller.
The states are the current game-play frames. Mario has three
lives in each epoch. The goal is to make Mario run further
away and collect more coins. To achieve this, we set a 2-dim
reward vector. Implemented in [25], the first reward is the
sum of three elements: the difference of agent’s horizontal
coordinates between states, the difference in the game clock
between frames and a death penalty that penalizes the agent
for dying in a state. This setting punishes standing still and
death, and encourages going right. The second reward is the
collected coins. For evaluation, only the horizontal position
and collected coins are concerned. This problem setting is
a typical example of reward shaping, thus one objective can
be regarded as the main objective and the other objective
can be regarded as the auxiliary one.
Implementation details The comparative algorithms are
tested on the first stage of the first world of Super Mario
Bros. In each time step, the input is the current game-play
frame represented by a color image with RGB channels.
The initial size of the input image is 240 × 256 × 3.
To reduce the time and space complexity, the image is
subsampled to size 60 × 64 × 3 by bilinear interpolation
and the value of each pixel is normalized into range [0, 1].
Both the policy network and Q-network are constructed by
stacking four convolutional layers, one GRU layer and one
fully connected layer. All convolutional layers consist of 32
convolutional kernels with stride 2 and padding 1. The GRU
layer has 512 units. The activation function is ReLU. At the
first stage, the model learns 5,000 epochs, each of which
includes 100 sampling iterations and 20 training iterations.
The model simultaneously learns five policies by 15
agents. The scalarization weights are (1.0, 0.2), (1.0, 0.4),
(1.0, 0.6), (1.0, 0.8) and (1.0, 1.0). Each training batch
includes 100 samples from each agent. The learning rate is
0.0003. At the second stage, the number of individuals is
15. This setting is determined empirically by considering
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Fig. 2 Approximation of the
Pareto frontier in Adaptive
Streaming

the range of horizontal position and the number of collected
coins.
Experimental results Table 4 shows the experimental
results of Super Mario Bros. Since this task is mainly
designed for testing reward shaping, the highest horizontal
position and the number of collected coins are shown in
Table 4, which is different from the previous two problems.
By this metric, HB is comparable to RA and DN, which
reveals that HB can achieve the solutions on or close
to the Pareto frontier even though HB can not achieve
diversified solutions. PFA achieves the highest horizontal
position but lowest collected coins. The reason may be that
PFA is initialized to maximize the horizontal position then
gradually finetuned on the Pareto frontier, but PFA is stuck
on the previous goals so that it is not efficient to collect
coins. Our method achieves a slightly smaller horizontal
position than PFA (660.84 versus 671.95). Concerning the
collected coins, our method outperforms the other methods
with a considerable margin, which is benefit from the high
exploration efficiency of multi-policy collaboration. And
our algorithm has lower time and space complexity.
Table 4 Experimental results
of Super Mario Bros

5.6 Ablation study
Several ablation studies are conducted on Adaptive Streaming to demonstrate the contribution of the proposed
components.
Which data sharing strategy is better? To reveal the
sampling efficiency of MPSAC, we investigate three
different data sharing strategies: global sharing, no sharing
and neighbor sharing. These three methods are named
as MPSAC.A, MPSAC.O and MPSAC.N respectively,
which means that each policy attains all samples, own
samples and neighbor samples. For comparison, the result
of SAC is achieved from five independent repetitions.
Each run is related to a specific preference. These results
of different algorithms are achieved from exploring the
same number of iterations for each agent. Table 5 shows
the results of different data sharing strategies at the first
learning stage. All three strategies outperform the baseline
method with less computational redundancy. MPSAC.O
outperforms SAC, which reveals the advantage of sharing
low-level parameters. It means that sharing low-level

Horizontal Position

Collected Coins

Iterations

Wall-Clock Time

Parameters

HB
RA
PFA
DN

641.25
642.85
671.95
639.20

1571.65
1571.15
1178.70
1573.20

75,000
75,000
20,000
100

9.38 × 105 s
1.88 × 106 s
5 × 105 s
2.6 × 105 s

2.42 × 107
2.41 × 107
2.41 × 107
2.41 × 107

Ours

660.84

2518.74

5000 + 100

1.9 × 105 s

1.66 × 106

The number of iterations of our algorithm includes two parts since the method has two different stages, thus
“+” is used to separate these two parts
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Table 5 Ablation study on three exploration strategies

SAC
MPSAC.A
MPSAC.O
MPSAC.N

HI

Iterations

Wall-clock time

72.50 ± 0.18
72.97 ± 0.11
72.93 ± 0.16
72.85 ± 0.10

5,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

1.25 × 105 s
2.4 × 104
2.35 × 104
2.6 × 104

Single-policy SAC is executed repeatedly for five times with different
preferences on objectives. MPSAC maintains five policies at the same
time

features not only reduces the time and space complexity but
also enhances the representation learning for more robust
policies. MPSAC.A and MPSAC.N exceed MPSAC.O,
which shows the data sharing improves sampling efficiency.
MPSAC.A outperforms MPSAC.N, which reveals that all
sharing is a better data sharing strategy. Furthermore, Fig. 3
shows the training curve of SAC and MPSAC.A. Our
method approaches higher performance and higher stability.
And our method needs fewer training samples to achieve the
same hypervolume indicator, which reveals the exploration
efficiency introduced by collaborative learning.
Is representation learning important? To answer this question, the model learning at the first stage is modulated by
investigating two hyper-parameters, which are the number of learning epochs and the number of learning policies. These two hyper-parameters are correlated with the
robustness of the representation learning, hence we expect
that the performance will increase if these parameters
increase.
Fig. 3 Training curves showing
sampling efficiency of MPSAC
algorithm compared with SAC

Firstly, we fix the mentioned setting, namely, learning
5 policies by 25 agents. Then the models initialized from
different learning epochs (300, 500, 700, 900) are adopted
at the second stage. The comparative results in Table 6 show
that the model approaches better results when the number of
training epochs increases. Secondly, we fix the number of
learning epochs but change the number of learned policies
to 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25, respectively. The comparative
results in Table 7 show that the final performance improves
in general by adding the number of learned policies at the
first stage.
Furthermore, a model without pretraining low-level
networks is compared in Table 7. Represented by setting
the number of pretraining agents as 0, this model is
implemented by straightly training the policy-independent
parameters with randomized low-level parameters. This
model achieves a much lower hypervolume indicator than
other methods with pretraining. We also increase the
training agents from 25 to 50. MPSAC(50,50) denotes the
MPSAC algorithm learning 50 policies with 50 agents at
the same time. By adopting the MO-CMA-ES algorithm at
the second learning stage, the performance improves from
73.286 to 73.663, which shows a considerable performance
gain of the second-stage learning.
The experimental results are satisfied with our expectations. These four ablation studies show the importance of
representation learning at the first stage.
Ablation study on sampling eﬃciency To investigate and
explain the collaborative learning of our MPSAC algorithm,
an ablation study is elaborately designed through assigning
the available training samples for each policy. The method
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Table 6 Ablation study on the number of training epoches at the first
stage to show the importance of representation learning. MPSAC(k)
represents a first-stage model which learns k epoches
Number of Epoches

HI

MPSAC(300)+ES
MPSAC(500)+ES
MPSAC(700)+ES
MPSAC(900)+ES

73.189
73.350
73.290
73.405

in this comparative experiment simultaneously learns 12
policies, which are divided into 4 groups. For simplicity,
these groups are named as group A, B, C and D. The
main purpose of this ablation study is to train policies
with scalarization weight (1, 0.001) in different problem
settings, namely, different training samples. In group A,
the scalarization weights of three policies are all (1, 0.001).
The three policies in group B are learned with weights
(1, 0.001), (1, 0.0005) and (1, 0.002), while the weights
for group C are (1, 0.001), (1, 0.0002) and (1, 0.005).
Hence, the policies in these three groups pursue the same
goal, similar goals and diverse goals, respectively. Table 8
shows the average QoE, bitrate and reward of the first
policy with weights (1, 0.001) in these groups. The results
show that both policies for similar goals and diverse goals
achieve better results than the policies for the same goal,
which demonstrates the benefits of collaborative learning.
In group D, policy A /B /C is learned from its own samples
and the samples of the first policy of group A/B/C. The
results show that samples generated by the first policy of
group B and group C are more efficient for learning. In
summary, these ablation tests prove that the collaboration
is two folds: firstly, policies optimized for similar goals
cooperate with higher sampling efficiency; secondly, the
Table 7 Ablation study on the number of learning policies at the first
stage
Models

HI

MPSAC(0,25)+ES(50)
MPSAC(1,25)+ES(50)
MPSAC(5,25)+ES(50)
MPSAC(10,25)+ES(50)
MPSAC(15,25)+ES(50)
MPSAC(20,25)+ES(50)
MPSAC(25,25)+ES(50)

63.998
73.269
73.460
73.453
73.463
73.435
73.489

MPSAC(50,50)
MPSAC(50,50)+ES(50)

73.286
73.663

MPSAC(m, n) represents a first-stage model which learns m policies
using n agents by MPSAC. ES(m) denotes a second-stage model
learning m policies by MO-CMA-ES

Table 8 Ablation study on sampling efficiency with elaborate
experimental design
Policy

QoE

Rate

Reward

Group A
Group B
Group C

79.501
79.441
79.498

2151.398
2060.386
2093.226

77.350
77.381
77.404

Policy A
Policy B
Policy C

79.514
79.509
79.461

2222.751
2161.001
2139.077

77.291
77.348
77.322

exploration efficiency of an individual policy is improved
through training on the samples generated by another policy
working in diverse mode.

6 Discussion
Why not just apply MO-CMA-ES to learn deep policies? An
alternative way to learn the deep policies in this work
is to apply MO-CMA-ES to the whole neural networks
and neglect the first pretraining stage. Specifically, the
chromosome of each individual is constructed through
vectorizing and stacking the parameters of the whole
neural network. However, the critical issue is that the
algorithm needs too much runtime memory, since the
space complexity of MO-CMA-ES is (n2 ). For example,
in Adaptive Streaming problem, the dimension of the
chromosome is increased from 1,677 to 261,642 by stacking
all parameters together. By doing this, the covariance matrix
of each individual needs more than 200 gigabytes of
memory, which is impractical.
The similarity to the bootstrapped DQN The proposed
MPSAC algorithm is similar to the bootstrapped DQN [38],
which is a deep version of the bootstrapped Thompson
sampling [40, 46]. Inspired from [41], to improve the
sampling efficiency, the bootstrapped DQN utilizes randomized value functions to approximate the posterior sampling,
rather than modeling an intractable exact posterior estimate. This method is adopted in [38, 39, 41] as well. Both
bootstrapped DQN and our method maintain more than
one deep networks for Q-value estimation. These networks
share the same network structure. The difference is that
the DQNs in [38] are optimized for the same objective.
Randomized initialization and independent training samples
are utilized to impel the randomness of model learning to
improve exploration efficiency. In our method, the policy
networks pursue differently scalarized objectives. Therefore, our method naturally sustains the model randomness to
improve sampling efficiency, since different policies pursue
different goals.
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Limitation The limitation of this method is discussed below.
The computational complexity of the evolution strategy is
reduced through the parallelism and the avoidance of gradients computation. This effect is significant especially when
the policy networks and Q-networks are RNNs. While in
some problem settings, evaluation by simulation has high
computational complexity. For instance, if more videos
and traces are tested in Adaptive Streaming, the evaluation step in the evolution strategy is more time-consuming.
Then the proposed algorithm may be relatively less efficient
than a mini-batch gradient-based algorithm. Therefore, it is
paramount to explore the “mini-batch” evaluation strategy
which takes both efficiency and performance into consideration. This issue should be addressed in future research.
Furthermore, the current method needs to manually decide
the shared low-level layers, which may not be the optimal
solution. Hence, determine the shared parameters automatically should be a potential research direction.
Other possible methodologies There are some other possible methodologies for further investigation. For example,
it is paramount to design an evolution strategy that can
efficiently optimize the recurrent strategy. The current performance may be hindered by the sensitivity of recurrent
connections. Hence, designing a more cautious optimization
strategy for the recurrent neural network may alleviate this
issue. For example, the parameters can be divided into recurrent parameters and non-recurrent parameters, and each step
of optimization only changes one group of parameters.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a two-stage algorithm to address
the multi-objective reinforcement learning problem. The
first stage is a multi-policy soft actor-critic algorithm
which collaboratively learns multiple policies with different
preferences on objectives. The second stage is a multiobjective evolution strategy algorithm to achieve a smooth
approximation of the Pareto frontier. Our method is efficient
in data exploration and model representation.
The proposed model may be improved in many ways.
First, more collaboration strategies can be investigated
to improve sampling efficiency. Second, more efficient
evaluation methods can be explored to accelerate model
learning at the second stage. Third, how to integrate
gradient-based methods and evolutionary algorithms more
efficiently is worth further studies.
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